
moments



Water 
Circuit



A wellness course 
consisting of ...
- Warm pool with different jets and whirlpool areas
- Cold pool
- Floating pool
- Himalayan salt cabin: halotherapy
- Sauna
- Steam bath
- Ice fountain
- Cold refreshing shower
- Temple of showers
- Relaxing area

Only mornings 
Children from 4 to 12 

years old.

Swimming cap:  2 €

Flip flops: 2,5 €

Swimsuit (men / women): 15 €

Kids Spa

* It is necessary to use swimming cap and flip flops

Circuit Price



HYDROMASSAGE 
SESSION

WITH SEA SALT
AND AROMATHERAPY

25

* It is necessary to use swimming cap and flip flops

- Anti- stress
- Massage helps you to calm anxiety and              
  relaxes muscle tensión
- Promotes and activates blood circulation
- Hot water opens pores and eliminates toxins
- It helps sleep
.

Whirlpool Bath



Body Scrub
60 
45 

60 
50

BAMBOO SCRUB
exfoliates-stimulates-softens
Bamboo microfibres and rich essential oils 

CITRUS SCRUB
exfoliating-revitalizing- reaffirming
Smoothes skin surface

Anti-flaccidity, skin tone unifier and antioxidant

Body massages a la carte

60 
80

60 
80

60 
80

60 
80MARINE ESSENCE DETOX

detox-softening-stimulating
Algae and bamboo particles  

LIPOCELL SCULPTOR
slims down-firms –sculpts
An ultra-effective treatment with slimming and anti-cellulite 
properties. 

0 2  BODY PERFECTION
purifying-moisturizing-revitalizing
Fluid retention, detox , reaffirming    

CITRUS BODY PERFECTION
reaffirming-moisturizing-brightens
    



60 80

RELAX AND RECHARGE

Facial and body massage
calm-balance-recover

A comforting body massage plus a brief but 
effective facial treatment, relaxes and 
anti-stress, cares  and moisturizes the skin.

The Essentials



VIP
TR ATAM IENTOS

Tratamientos de lujo para rostro y/o cuerpo de una duración de 60-90 
minutos basados en la icónica línea Diamond de Natura Bissé. Protocolos 
de prestigio que elevan los más efectivos cuidados de la piel a auténticas 

experiencias de cine.

R I T UA LES DIA MO N D

TRATAMIENTOS VIP   I  RITUALES DIAMOND

DIAMOND EXPERIENCE ROSE MASSAGE

60 65

90 90

renew + regenerate + soften

Exfoliation of  damask rose and 
diamond powder,
A massage after the exfoliation 
and the finishing products put 
the final touch to a treatment 
that leaves the skin  moisturized, 
elastic and like satin.



Terra Inka
The inka culture has many  treasures for good 
health and  well-being. The  respect that they 
maintained for nature, allowed them to create 
medicinal practices using healing elements from 
the earth.

The legacy has been kept  alive thanks to the oral 
tradition that has been passed through 
generations. 

Enjoy these well-being treasures through the 
following rituals ...



AYPA QHAQOY

60 60 €

MYSTIC INKA

90 90 

AYPA RAW FACIAL

60 60 €

€

Authentic “earth-to-skin” treatment of handcrafted cosmetics 
blended of Andean whole plants, rich in vitamins A & C.

Rejuvenates - detoxifies - reaffirms - heals - balances energies.
This facial is performed with a magical Andean stone of youth.

This exclusive body ritual is inspired by the 
4 elements of nature in Andean culture: 

water, fire, air and earth. 
It is performed with exotic native plants that 

nourish and heal.

Known in the Andes as the "soul massage", it brings harmony 

and well-being. This holistic therapy uses ancient techniques to 

revitalize tired body, activating all the senses.



1.

2.MYSTIC INKA

HINDU ESSENCE MASSAGE (INDIA)

90 90 €

90 90 €

90 90 €

Massages to discover
Massage combining Ayurvedic Tecnique and 
Aromatherapy.

3. WOODEN THERAPY
Holistic treatment, in which different accesories made 
with different type of Wood are used to balance our 
energies, providing comfort and tranquility)

JADE STONES AND KARITE THERAPY
Massage with jade stones and karite butter. 

HINDU ESSENCE MASSAGE
Massage combining Ayurvedic Tecnique and Aromatherapy

JADE STONES AND KARITE THERAPY
Massage with jade stones and karite butter.

WOODEN THERAPY
Holistic treatment, in which different accesories made with different type of Wood are used to 
balance our energies, providing comfort and tranquility



1.

2.

3.

4.

Thalassian Health

2540 €
50 60 €
60 70 €
9085 €

SPORT MASSAGE

DEEP MASSAGE

RELAX MASSAGE

ANTI-STRESS MASSAGE

Specific technics to relax the muscle tension.



Vip Cabin



...or with FRIENDS

Private cabin with jacuzzi and sauna, 
includes cava and chocolates.

3050 €

* Prices two person.
* This service can be combined with any other treatment.
* Consult for more people.

A special moment to 
share as a  couple…

…….OR  WITH FRIENDS

PLEASE CONSULT US FOR A PRICE FOR MORE THAN 2 PERSONS.



* Please consult us for a price for 2 or more  children.

Family 
Experience

A FAMILY 
DIFERENT´S
EXPERIENCE

Private Cabin
+ 2  Adult Massages
+ 1  Child Massage

75 m 155 € 

Enjoy with your FAMILY a 
wonderful EXPERIENCE…

PRIVATE CABIN with 
jacuzzi plus ..



Specially 
for Children

25 m 25 € 

15 m 10 € 

15 m 10 € 

Nail Polish

Back and legs massaje 
plus facial mask… 

BECAUSE 
THEY ALSO 
DESERVE IT ;)

Private Cabin

Foot Massage



THE SKINCARE ATELIER

90
110

60
75

3D COLLAGEN SHOCK

THE CURE

1.

2.

Sculpts · firms · tightens
Remodeling and firming treatment with 
three types of collagen of different 
molecular weights (high, medium and 
low), that sculpts and defines facial 
contour, improves skin density and 
preserves moisture. This innovative facial 
provides an outstanding lifting and firming 
effect for incredibly supple and plump 
skin. 

Detoxifies - restores - hydrates
A true antidote against the ravaging effects of our modern 
lifestyle on our skin. This deeply cleansing facial includes an 
innovative enzymatic detox, a steam to open and purify 
pores and a meticulous extraction process, for 
extraordinarily soft, radiant skin.

The Mindfull 
touch

Your Mildfulness Spa Experience.

Discover a new way to 
connect with your skin.
Relax your body, 
awaken your senses 
and immerse yourself in 
a new dimensión of 
well-being with The 
Mindful Touch. 

Foot Massage A pioneering ritual that masterfully 
combines virtual reality, mindfulness, 
the power of touch and the most 
avanced skincare to help connect with 
the present and  to feel more intensely 
all the sensorial nuances of the Natura 
Bissé treatment that you chose. 



30
45

60
65

THE FACIAL EXPRESS 3.

THE YOGA FACIAL 4.

Cleanses · hydrates · calms
Revitalizing facial treatment without exfoliation that’s 
perfect for all skin types and anyone looking to quickly 
restore a glowing youthful appearance. It’s an ideal 
beauty booster before a special date or as an introduction 
to facial treatments. 

soothes - balances - relaxes
Calming facial for even the most inflamed skin using a mixture 
of botanicals and a unique relaxing massage. Fruit enzymes 
exfoliate the skin while and algae mask helps replenish lost 
vitamins, minerals and hydration to the skin. 



AGE DEFYING LIP & EYE
contours - firms - hydrates.    
A targeted treatment to provide intense hydration to the delicate areas aound the eyes and lips. 30

35
5.



THALASSIAN PEDICURE  
Complete foot treatment and pedicure

THALASSIAN MANICURE   
Hand treatment and manicure

Remove semipermanent nail polish

File and Nail polish 

Pamper Hands 
And Feet



Waxing
Waxing with disposable wax at low temperature

Full legs

Legs

Armpits

Groins

Brazilian groins

Lip

Eyebrows

Arms

Back

Chest.



MEMBERSHIP CARD

1 Month
3 Months
1 Year

10 Sessions
1 Month
3 Months
1 Year

1 session
10 sessions
1 month
3 months
1 year



9 8

10

10 Sessions
1 Month
3 Months
1 Year

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. 

Entry

Changing Rooms

Spa Reception

Relaxation Cabin

Treatment Cabins

Fitness Room

Bathroom

Thermal Pool



THALASSIAN SPA SUITOPIA  

Avenida Europa 2. Calpe 

TELF. 865 75 11 14  

spa@suitopiahotel.com  

FB: spathalassian  

www.suitopiahotel.com



THALASSIAN SPA SUITOPIA  Avenida Europa 2. Calpe 

TELF. 865 75 11 14  spa@suitopiahotel.com  FB: spathalassian  

www.suitopiahotel.com
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